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Abstract
Contemporary models of structural analysis tend to operate with discrete
units at diﬀerent linguistic levels. There is, however, considerable debate regarding the choice of units and the validity of the cues that guide their demarcation. At the level of grammatical analysis, this debate focuses largely on the
status of words vs sub-word units and on the generality of the linguistic properties that mark each type of unit. This paper suggests that the status of a unit
type can be evaluated in terms of its informativity. A measure of informativity is obtained by assessing the inﬂuence that diﬀerent unit boundary types
have on text compressibility. The results obtained from this initial study support a pair of general conclusions. The ﬁrst is that unit boundaries primarily
reﬂect a statistical structure, and that the typological variability of linguistic
cues reﬂects the fact that they serve a secondary reinforcing function. The
second is that word boundaries are the most informative boundary type, and
that the demarcation of words provides the most informative description of
the regular patterns in a language.

 Introduction
To a large extent, modern linguistic approaches operate with a descriptive vocabulary inherited from earlier traditions. Familiar grammatical categories, word classes,
construction types and a wide range of other classiﬁcatory notions survive mostly
intact from classical models. In some cases, these terms preserve sources of unclarity that were present in the classical tradition, as Matthews (: ﬀ.) notes. However, the more general problem lurking behind the use of this vocabulary is that descriptions are stated in terms for which there are no generally accepted deﬁnitions.
This problem is not conﬁned to traditional nomenclature; a modern student will
struggle to ﬁnd an explicit contemporary deﬁnition of the notion of ‘morpheme’,
and many of the labels attached to syntactic descriptions are deﬁned ostensively.



What can be called ‘the problem of linguistic commensurability’ arises within
a single language when descriptions attempt to classify diﬀerent expressions as occurrences of ‘the same’ units, categories or constructions, though the problem takes
an especially acute form in cross-linguistic descriptions. Even in cases where deﬁnitions are available, they tend to refer to speciﬁc properties of individual languages
and, consequently, fail to generalize in any useful way to other languages or language
types. Although this issue has been broached in a general form in the typological
literature (Haspelmath ; Croft and Van Lier ), the problem of commensurability has been most intensively investigated in connection with linguistic units.

. The status of words and other units
The status of words has been a particular focus. Matthews (: ) summarizes the collection of typological studies in Dixon and Aikhenvald () by observing that they “make clear not just that criteria conﬂict, but that diﬀerent linguists may resolve some kinds of conﬂict very diﬀerently”. Haspelmath (: )
echoes this bleak assessment in acknowledging “‘Words’ as language-speciﬁc units
are often unproblematic … but the criteria employed in diﬀerent languages are often very diﬀerent.” Following a comprehensive cross-linguistic survey of prosodic
domains, Schiering et al. (: ) likewise conclude that “the ‘word’ has no privileged or universal status in phonology, but only emerges through frequent reference
of sound patterns to a given construction type in a given language”. The incommensurability of language-speciﬁc deﬁnitions of words has provoked a chorus of pessimistic conclusions about the ‘indeterminacy’ of words, the status of word-based
generalizations and approaches and even the viability of the morphology/syntax
split. However, the existing literature mainly provides an indictment of current
linguistic methodology. As in nearly all domains of linguistics, the description of
grammatical units employs familiar terms for which there are no adequate crosslinguistic deﬁnitions.
This paper suggests that the inadequacy of current linguistic deﬁnitions is fully
compatible with one traditional conception of words. On this view, words and
other linguistic units are not independent components from which larger expressions are ‘constructed’ but are, instead, abstracted from larger utterances. The idea
that words are abstracted from utterances, and sub-word units are in turn abstracted
from words is stated with particular clarity by Bloomﬁeld ():
it has long been recognized that the ﬁrst and original datum of language
is the sentence, — that the individual word is the product of a theoretical reﬂection which ought not to be taken for granted, and, further,
that the grouping of derived and inﬂected words into paradigms, and



the abstraction of roots, stems, aﬃxes, or other formative processes, is
again the result of an even more reﬁned analysis. (Bloomﬁeld : )
A similar perspective is expressed, within a diﬀerent tradition, by Robins ():
On the other hand words anchored, as it were, in the paradigms of
which they form a part usually bear a consistent, relatively simple and
statable grammatical function. The word is a more stable and solid focus of grammatical relations than the component morpheme by itself.
Put another way, grammatical statements are abstractions, but they are
more proﬁtably abstracted from words as wholes than from individual
morphemes. (Robins : )
The units abstracted from larger forms will be ‘emergent’ in essentially the sense
of Schiering et al. (: ), reﬂecting “frequent reference … to a given construction type in a given language”. What factors could then guide the frequency-driven
abstraction of emergent units? The linguistic literature on word demarcation suggests that the abstraction of units in diﬀerent languages cannot be guided by ‘linguistic’ cues of the sort enumerated in Haspelmath (). The most obvious problem
is that these cues vary across languages in ways that reﬂect cross-linguistic diﬀerences in sound patterns and grammatical structure. It is in fact hard to imagine how
the situation could be otherwise, or why one would expect languages of diﬀerent
types to employ uniform strategies for marking units. The cues that are available for
marking unit boundaries in a language (e.g., stress, pitch-accent, harmony, boundary lengthening, etc.) will depend on the phonological properties of a language, and
even shared cues may perform distinct functions in diﬀerent languages. Given the
variation in the sound systems of the world, no single cue will be universally applicable. A more fundamental challenge (though one which has received somewhat
less attention in the linguistic literature) is that there is no natural generalization
of language-speciﬁc cues. If one language appears to use stress to mark boundaries
and another contains domains over which harmony applies, what is the basis for
identifying these as units of the ‘same’ type? Parallel problems confront accounts
that invoke clusters of cues, which must be assumed to pick out the ‘same’ units.

. Statistical abstraction
From an abstractive perspective, the cross-linguistic variability of linguistic cues
does not establish the intrinsic ‘indeterminacy’ of units such as words. Instead, variability reﬂects the fact that these cues, being language-speciﬁc, can serve at most
a secondary function, reinforcing a structure that is exhibited by languages, irrespective of variation at the level of sound patterns and grammatical systems. What


might this structure be? The hypothesis explored in this paper is that the units that
‘emerge’ in diﬀerent languages are abstracted on the basis of recurrent statistical
patterns, speciﬁcally patterns of syntagmatic and paradigmatic interpredictability.
It has long been known that languages exhibit statistical regularities. Over a century ago, Markov () outlined how the theory of probability could be extended
to account for chains of linked events (since known as Markov chains). Applying
this analysis to a text of Pushkin’s novel Eugene Onegin, Markov showed how the
probability of a letter being a vowel depended on the preceding vowel or consonant.
Shannon () subsequently introduced a measure, which he termed entropy, to
quantify the amount of information in discrete communication. In Shannon (),
he used an entropy measure to provide the ﬁrst rigorous statistical analysis of character and word sequences in English text, inspiring a tradition of statistical analysis.
Although statistical patterns play no role in the linguistic literature cited above,
they provide the basis for a parallel psycholinguistic and computational literature
on word segmentation and recognition. The approaches within this broad tradition subsume the work on word recognition in Marslen-Wilson and Welsh ();
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler () and Balling and Baayen (), neural networkbased predictive models (Elman ), and statistical models of word segmentation
(Goldwater et al. ). Of particular importance to these diverse approaches is
the predictive structure of language. The general approach to word recognition and
segmentation developed in this tradition exploits the fact that entropy (roughly, uncertainty about the segments that follow) varies systematically across an utterance.
Entropy is relatively high at the beginning and the end of a word because there
is much uncertainty on what may follow. Entropy generally decreases as more of a
word is processed but may increase at morph boundaries, typically where sequences
of derivational or inﬂectional material could follow. ‘Words’ can thus be abstracted
from this predictive structure as sequences with the following statistical properties:
Observations about predictability at word boundaries are consistent
with two diﬀerent kinds of assumptions about what constitutes a word:
either a word is a unit that is statistically independent of other units, or
it is a unit that helps to predict other units (but to a lesser degree than
the beginning of a word predicts its end). (Goldwater et al. : )
Traditional ‘words’ correspond to sequences with high predictive value. In a
syntagmatic expansion, as noted above, they occur between peaks of uncertainty in
an utterance (Pléh and Juhász ), and reduce uncertainty about following words
(Hale , , ; Levy ; Dye et al. ). As shown in the literature on
inﬂectional entropy (Kostić , ; Kostić et al. ; Moscoso del Prado Martín
et al. ; Milin et al. b; Ackerman and Malouf ; Blevins ), sequences
with high syntagmatic predictive value also reduce uncertainty about paradigmatic


variants that occur within other utterances in a language (or corpus). Furthermore,
the paradigmatic entropy eﬀect reported by Milin et al. (a) suggests that the
distribution of word-sized sequences reduces speakers’ uncertainty not only about
the existence but also about the distribution of corresponding forms of other items.
The idea that sequences corresponding to words serve a mainly predictive function ﬁts within a broadly ‘implicational’ conception of language that has come into
sharper focus over the past decade, partially due to a convergence of informationtheoretic and discriminative learning perspectives. From this perspective, the central organizational principles of a language relate more to the reduction of uncertainty than to the signalling of meaning. The studies of paradigmatic entropy cited
above provide various means of measuring the degree to which members of inﬂectional paradigms (and, to a lesser extent, derivational families) reduce uncertainty
about other members of a paradigm (or family). The literature on syntagmatic entropy provides corresponding measures (often formulated in terms of ‘surprisal’)
that express how sequences reduce uncertainty about following elements. Taken
together, these independently-derived measures provide a cohesive conception of
language structure in terms of uncertainty-reducing patterns of interpredictability.
There are other general implications of this type of approach. The ﬁrst is that
the absence of invariant linguistic cues does not call into question the status of the
units, categories or constructions that are cued. Rather, it is the role that these cues
play in deﬁning units that requires reassessment. A second implication relates to the
source of the intractability of what Spencer () terms ‘The Segmentation Problem’. Given that uncertainty is continuous, not discrete, it is only by smoothing
that we obtain boundaries and units. Generalizing over these units lends a measure
of support to the traditional claim that words are “a more stable and solid focus
of grammatical relations than the component morpheme”. But this does not necessarily determine a unique segmentation of the speech stream, least of all at the
sub-word level. Although much of the recent literature probing the status of units
focusses on discrepancies between the cues that demarcate words in diﬀerent languages, these discrepancies arise precisely because there are phonetic and other cues
which, with varying degrees of reliability, provide secondary marking of predictive,
statistically-independent, sequences (Goldwater et al. : ) or their boundaries.
It is sometimes suggested that the lack of universal cues for word demarcation
supports analyses in terms of even smaller units. However, this type of proposal
tends to rest on a peculiar kind of double standard. Although grammatical words
may be imperfectly demarcated, sub-word units – including, signiﬁcantly, roots –
are rarely if ever cued at all by phonetic properties. There is, for example, no dis
It has often been observed that there are restrictions on the composition of roots and other subword sequences. These restrictions have been described in terms of ‘morpheme structure constraints’



crepancy between the ‘grammatical morpheme’ and the ‘phonological morpheme’
in any given language for the simple reason that there is no such thing as a ‘phonological morpheme’. The absence of language-internal cues immediately precludes
the possibility of cross-linguistic discrepancies. So there is no general problem of
cross-linguistic commensurability for ‘morphemes’, not because there are invariant
cross-linguistic cues, but because there are not even reliable language-speciﬁc cues.
Hence the objection that grammatical words are not reliably and invariantly cued
in the speech stream provides no motivation for shifting the focus of morphological
analysis onto units smaller than the word (such as stems, roots or morphemes), since
these units require an even greater degree of abstraction from the speech signal.
Nevertheless, an abstractive perspective suggests a way of breaking the mold of
a word-based/morpheme-based dichotomy and capturing some of the basic intuitions about linguistic patterning expressed in the models of morphemic analysis
in Harris () and Hockett (, ). Uncertainty will be distributed over an
utterance, and not concentrated solely at word boundaries. Although uncertainty
is expected to be high at word boundaries, there will also be spikes at larger unit
boundaries, corresponding to sentence boundaries, along with smaller peaks at the
boundaries of recurrent sub-word sequences. The following sections now test these
expectations by comparing the informativeness of diﬀerent boundary types.

 Measures of informativeness
The approach outlined below falls within a general probabilistic conception of language structure and use (summarized in Bod et al. ()). There is as yet no broad
consensus within this tradition regarding the exact principles that underlie language
comprehension and production. However, it is now much more widely accepted
that the communicative function of linguistic systems is the contingent outcome of
complex processes that can best be modelled in probabilistic terms. Approaching
language as a probabilistic system immediately raises questions about the status of
linguistic units such as sentences, words, and morphs, the nature of their boundaries, and the types of statistical and linguistic cues that guide their abstraction.
The indeterminacy of unit boundaries in general, and of word boundaries in
particular, gives rise to questions regarding the amount of information carried by
boundaries. Intuitively, the importance of units – and their boundaries – depends
on how predictable they are within a language. The more predictable a cue is from
the context in which it occurs, the less important it is for the successful communi(Stanley ) and by other mechanisms in the subsequent phonological literature. Signiﬁcantly, these
types of restrictions do not mark units or boundaries so much as perform a predictive function, by
facilitating the identiﬁcation of items or by reducing uncertainty about following sequences.



cation of a message. At one extreme, cues that can be fully predicted from a context
are fully uninformative, and formally redundant. This determines a general relation
between predictability and compressibility. The more predictable the cues are in a
message, the more the message can be compressed relative to its original form.

. Shannon entropy
Information theory provides two related measures of the information associated
with linguistic units: the predictability of new units in terms of Shannon entropy
(Shannon ), and the minimal length of the description of the unit, known as
Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov ). As noted in Section . above, Shannon entropy provides a measure of information content that is equivalent to the
average unpredictability (the less probable an event is, the more information it contains). Shannon () shows that the entropy of written English is rather low: a
few letters often suﬃce to predict what is coming next. Following on from Shannon’s initial estimation of the entropy of English, a large body of subsequent work
has been devoted to calculating probability distributions over sequences of linguistic
elements. These distributional models, often known as language models, have been
applied to characters and other orthographic elements of increasing complexity in
order to estimate entropy as accurately as possible (Teahan and Cleary ; Brown
et al. ; Cover and King ). Information theory has also been applied to the
task of identifying boundaries in a separate linguistic literature that includes the
early proposals of Harris () and the more recent work of Goldsmith (a,b).
Yet standard entropy measures presuppose that objects to be encoded are outcomes of a known random source, and only the characteristics of that random source
(its probability distribution) determine the encoding. The characteristics of the objects that are the outcomes of this source are not relevant, as reﬂected in Shannon’s
idealization of communication as “select[ing] from a set of possible messages”. As
Shannon explains below, the properties of individual messages – including their
meaning – are “irrelevant to the engineering problem” of message selection:
The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at
one point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another
point. Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or
are correlated according to some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem. The signiﬁcant aspect is that the
actual message is one selected from a set of possible messages. The
system must be designed to operate for each possible selection, not just
the one which will actually be chosen since this is unknown at the time
of design. (Shannon : )


Estimating the probability distribution of a random source of unit boundaries
quickly leads to a number of practical challenges, which also arise in measuring the
entropy of a text (discussed in Shannon ()). One set of issues arises in evaluating the diﬀerent language models (i.e., diﬀerent probabilistic descriptions) of the
language under consideration. These models can be based on character or word sequences but could involve any kind of grammar. Assessing the diﬀerent formalisms
that could provide the basis for these descriptions raises further complications.

. Kolmogorov complexity
One practical advantage of using Kolmogorov complexity is that we are not required
to make probabilistic assumptions about a source, and we can consider the information content of an object in isolation. Kolmogorov stresses this point in his explanation of the relationship between Shannon entropy and Kolmogorov complexity:
our deﬁnition of the quantity of information has the advantage that it
refers to individual objects and not to objects treated as members of a
set of objects with a probability distribution given on it. (Kolmogorov
: )
Grünwald and Vitányi (: §.) show that there is a correspondence between
Shannon entropy, 𝐻(𝑋) (where 𝑋 is a random variable with a set of outcomes), and
the expected Kolmogorov complexity, 𝐾(𝑥) (where 𝑥 ranges over the outcomes associated with 𝑋). Hence, these measures largely coincide in the present study, given
that the study always operates at the level of average (i.e., expected) Kolmogorov
complexity, and that this value closely corresponds to Shannon entropy.
Nevertheless, the use of Kolmogorov complexity does not avoid all of the types
of practical problems that arise in applying Shannon entropy. In particular, the
standard formulation of Kolmogorov complexity in terms of minimal description
length (mdl; Rissanen (, )) requires the choice of a description language,
just as Shannon entropy requires the choice of a language model. One possibility,
explored in Sagot and Walther (), involves adopting a ﬁxed description language
and using an mdl metric to evaluate alternatives expressed within that language.
Yet a distinctive practical advantage of an mdl approach is that it can also use
general-purpose data compression algorithms to approach the redundancy-free ideal
formalized by Kolmogorov complexity. The attractiveness of this kind of ‘theoryfree’ measure has led a community of researchers to investigate the compressibility
of linguistic utterances or structures as a measure of complexity. Previous work in
this tradition work includes Juola (, ); Bane (); Sadeniemi et al. ()
and Moscoso del Prado Martín (). In the approach outlined below, it is especially useful to be able to apply a ‘naive’ measure directly to unannotated corpora.


 Measuring the informativeness of unit boundaries
The study outlined below uses an approach based on Kolmogorov complexity to
explore the amount of information that categories, as structural entities, express
in a language by means of their boundaries. As in earlier studies, we operationalize
Kolmogorov complexity by means of general-purpose data compression algorithms.
However, rather than assuming that there is a single ‘normative’ segmentation to be
discovered, we investigate a range of alternative boundary segmentations.

. Method
To explore the information that unit boundaries add to language, we use the size
of compressed linguistic data as a measure of information that data contains. We
quantify the information that category boundaries carry by controlling the presence
of category boundaries in the data, and by comparing the resulting changes in compressed data size. Signiﬁcantly, we use lossless compression methods to ensure that
no linguistic data are discarded for the sake of achieving high compression ratios.
The Lempel-Ziv compression algorithms (Ziv and Lempel , ), known
as ‘LZ’ and ‘LZ’, are among the most popular lossless compression algorithms.
These algorithms have been implemented in the standard Unix tools gzip and compress, which were used in this study. Of particular importance for the generality of
this approach, the algorithms have been shown to converge towards source entropy
(Wyner and Ziv ).
Both algorithms achieve compression by replacing repeated occurrences of data
by references to an earlier occurrence. A reference contains the starting position and
length of the earlier occurrence. One algorithmic diﬀerence between the two variants is that while passing through all data, LZ looks back for earlier occurrences
in a preceding buﬀer whereas LZ updates a dictionary. Hence, LZ is often said
to use a ‘sliding window’ whereas LZ is characterized as ‘dictionary-based’.
For language data, we draw on the Europarl corpus (Koehn ), containing
the proceedings of the European Parliament. This is a particularly useful and attractive source. The availability of parallel texts allows us to control semantic and
pragmatic content. The range of languages represented also permits follow-up studies that incorporate additional languages and language families. The analyses below
are applied to an initial set of texts in English, Estonian, Finnish and Hungarian.
The method for measuring boundary informativeness proceeds in three steps.
We begin by performing a sanity check to test whether compression with common


A comparison of results obtained from other compression algorithms, notably Prediction by Partial Match (ppm), would strengthen the approach methodologically. But this comparison would not
be expected to provide any insight beyond what can be obtained from LZ.



algorithms allows us to diﬀerentiate between linguistically-motivated and randomlydistributed unit boundaries. We ﬁrst create multiple versions of a matched text version in which boundaries are placed randomly with the same probability of occurrence as real word boundaries, and then compare the mean compression ratio to
the ratio based on data with linguistically-motivated boundaries. The compression
ratio of the version with linguistically-motivated boundaries is expected to be considerably higher than the ratio of the version with randomly-placed boundaries.
The second step explores the relation between boundaries of various unit types
and the amount of information that each type conveys. We investigate this relation
by randomly removing an increasing proportion of boundaries. The compression
ratio is then plotted as a function of the number of removed boundaries. Without
any particular a priori assumptions, we would expect this relation to be linear.
The ﬁnal step attempts to control for extrinsic distributional diﬀerences. In assessing the diﬀerence in information content between boundaries of diﬀerent category types, we need to disregard variation in the probability of occurrence due to
irrelevant factors such as the fact that there are far fewer sentences than words. We
do that by normalizing the compression rates by the number of boundaries.

. Data
The Europarl data from the parallel corpora used here comprise ,, sentences
in English, containing ,, words, , sentences in Estonian, containing
,, words, ,, sentences in Finnish, containing ,, words, and
, sentences in Hungarian, containing ,, words. The Europarl data
naturally contain sentence and word boundaries, but not morph boundaries. In
fact, no large corpora are available that provide manual or semi-manual annotations
of morph boundaries. One way of addressing this problem is to make use of the results of unsupervised morphological segmentation techniques (Hammarström and
Borin ). For instance, Bane () measures morphological complexity using
Linguistica (Goldsmith ), a system also based on an mdl principle. The implemented algorithm, however, permits at most a single morph boundary in a word.
More importantly, state-of-the art segmentation algorithms achieve between a
% and % F-score for English (Dasgupta and Ng ). As impressive as these
results appear, they still leave a considerable gap with gold-standard segmentations.
For this reason, we use gold-standard surface-level morphological segmentations of
the , English words in CELEX (Baayen et al. ) compiled by Creutz and
Lindén () to tag words in the English part of our dataset. This approach allowed
us to cover an encouraging 96.1% of the words in the English part of Europarl,
though comparable rates were not attainable for the other languages in our study.



. Informativeness of sentence and word boundaries
We start with a text 𝑇 that contains all category boundaries (i.e. sentence, word, and
morph boundaries). We then generate a version of 𝑇 without any boundaries, 𝑇 ,
which will serve as a baseline. Boundaries of diﬀerent categories are subsequently
added to 𝑇 , to show what compression reveals about the information content of
each of the boundary types. Thus, we end up with the following text variants:
. 𝑇 : no boundaries;
. 𝑇 : sentence boundaries;
. 𝑇 : word boundaries;
Compression allows us to assess the information content of a type of category
boundary. For example, the diﬀerence in size between a compressed 𝑇 and a compressed 𝑇 will represent the information content of the word boundaries in 𝑇 . To
understand how this size diﬀerence depends on the number of boundaries that are
added, we start with 𝑇 for each category and see how the diﬀerence in size develops
as successively larger numbers of boundaries are added at valid positions.
As mentioned in Section . above, we also test whether compression allows
us to diﬀerentiate between linguistically-motivated and random unit boundaries by
creating matched text versions in which boundaries are placed randomly with the
same probability of occurrence as the linguistically-motivated boundaries. The only
constraint we put on this placement is that any two boundaries should be at least two
characters apart. We expect that compression of a text with linguistically-motivated
unit boundaries will be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from compression of the same text
with boundaries placed at random intervals. The addition of boundaries will also
add information to the language data, leading to the expectation that compression
ratios will decrease as more boundaries are added, both in general, and as compared
to 𝑇 . Finally, if compression reveals diﬀerences between linguistically-motivated
and randomly-placed boundaries, we expect that random boundaries will result in
progressively lower compression ratios as more boundaries are added.
These comparative analyses are presented from two perspectives below. To provide a measure of “absolute” complexity, we compare the decrease (in %) in the
compressed size of ﬁles with and ﬁles without boundaries. To provide a measure of


The boundary types considered below are deﬁned positionally (as whitespace) and are thus not
independent (as they would be if distinct boundary symbols, such as ‘+’, ‘#’, etc., were introduced).
However this does not aﬀect the boundary counts, given that unit boundaries overlap systematically
in a text. Every sentence boundary is also a word boundary, and every word boundary is a morph
boundary. By extension, every sentence boundary is likewise also a morph boundary.



“relative” complexity, we compare the compression ratio (normalizing the increase
in compression relative to ﬁle size), again in ﬁles with and ﬁles without boundaries.
Figures  and  below now illustrate the eﬀect that sentence boundaries have on
compressibility, viewed in terms of “absolute” and “relative” complexity. For each
language, we plot the diﬀerence in compressed size between 𝑇 and 𝑇 (Figure ) and
the compression ratio of 𝑇 (Figure ) as a function of the proportion of category
boundaries present in the text. In the same ﬁgures we plot the random boundaries.
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Figure : Relation between sentence boundaries and ﬁle size change
Figure  shows that the addition of randomly placed boundaries with the probability of occurrence of sentence boundaries leads to a linear increase in added information. Figure  shows that these boundaries produce a correspondingly linear
decrease in compression ratio. Both eﬀects are as expected. Figure  also indicates
that the diﬀerence in compressed size between 𝑇 and 𝑇 increases as more sentence boundaries are added. However, this increase is not linear and even begins
to asymptote once approximately % of the sentence boundaries are present. This
pattern is again mirrored by the stabilization and slight increase in compression
rates in Figure  at the point where % of the sentence boundaries are present.
We next consider word boundaries, and plot the same functions for each language in Figures  and . The patterns determined by linguistically-motivated and
random boundary placement again diﬀer signiﬁcantly. Interestingly, the largest
change in the compressed size diﬀerence again appears when % of word bound
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aries are introduced. After this point, the diﬀerence again decreases. This development can be best understood by considering the compression ratio in Figure ,
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which initially drops as boundaries are added to the data, but then increases once
% of boundaries have been introduced. This pattern suggests that, as the presence
of word boundaries increases, the compression algorithm becomes increasingly successful in generalizing the systematic regularities that they mark in the data.
Figures  and  now ‘zoom in’ on the data for linguistically motivated boundaries from Figures  and  in order to clarify the informativeness of boundaries at
the word level. When we closely examine the patterns determined by linguistically
motivated boundary placement in Figures  and , we see that Finnish shows the
smallest increase in compression ﬁle size and English shows the greatest increase,
with Estonian and Hungarian in the middle. Interestingly, the growth curve for
English shows a steeper increase than those of the other languages, implying that
word boundaries carry more information for English than for the other languages
in the sample. The higher information load carried by word boundaries in English
accords with the observation that the morphological structure of English is not only
‘poorer’ but also less transparently segmentable than that of the other languages.

. Informativeness of morph boundaries
Having considered the information content of sentence and word boundaries, we
now consider the content of morph boundaries in the language, English, for which
we have gold-standard-level morphological segmentations. Figures  and  plot the
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compressed ﬁle size change and compression ratios for each type of boundary. The
graph in Figure  shows that word boundaries add the most information, followed
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by morph and sentence boundaries. This pattern is again mirrored by the graph
in Figure  which shows that the addition of word boundaries achieves the highest



compression ratio, followed by morph and sentence boundaries.

 Discussion
The graphs of compressed size change exhibit a strikingly consistent decrease after about % of linguistically motivated boundaries have been added. This pattern seems to be driven by a compression ratio that initially drops but starts rising
rapidly. This means that the LZ compression algorithm gets increasingly better
at compressing the same data as the number of boundaries increase. The data with
randomly placed boundaries does not show such development, which conﬁrms that
the eﬀect is driven by the nature of linguistically motivated boundaries.

. Non-linear increases in compression diﬀerences and ratios
One explanation for the U-shaped compression ratio may come from the distribution of units deﬁned by linguistically motivated boundaries. That is, words and
morphs are known to exhibit a Zipﬁan distribution (Zipf ), in which the frequency rank of a word or morph tends to be inversely proportional to its actual
frequency. This distributional bias makes it likely that newly added boundaries
will mostly demarcate higher frequency words, boosting the algorithm’s capacity
to achieve better compression and therefore better compression ratios.
To test whether the Zipﬁan distribution of linguistic units explains the observed
non-linearity, we created two variants in which boundaries are added at linguistically valid positions separating either low-frequency or high-frequency units. The
variants were generated by sampling from the lower and higher quartile of the Zipﬁan distribution, keeping the number of boundaries equal. Figures  and  show
the results for the compression size diﬀerence with word boundaries in English.
Figure  shows that when word boundaries are added in low frequency contexts, the amount of information measured by compression keeps increasing. This
contrasts with the pattern in high frequency contexts in Figure .
The contrast between compression size diﬀerence is again mirrored by the change
in compression ratio when adding boundaries in Figures  and .

. General conclusions
Although the studies reported above are largely exploratory in nature, the results obtained support a number of tentative conclusions. The increase in the compression
ratio for randomly placed boundaries at the word level is considerably lower than
that of motivated word boundaries, conﬁrming the general validity of the approach.
The results obtained are also fully consistent across algorithm implementations. The
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comparisons of ﬁle size change and compression ratios also show some suggestive
patterns. The largest change in the compressed ﬁle size appears to occur when ap-
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Figure : Compression ratios for boundaries added at high frequency contexts
proximately % of word boundaries are introduced. This pattern occurs in each of
the languages, as exhibited in Figure  (repeated below as Figure ).
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In contrast, compression ratios appear to exhibit a diﬀerent threshold. Ratios
initially drop as boundaries are added to the data, but then increase once % of
boundaries have been introduced, as shown in Figure  (repeated as Figure ).
We interpret these patterns as reﬂecting a process by which the compression algorithm becomes increasingly successful in generalizing the systematic regularities
that word boundaries mark in the data. However our initial hypotheses contrasted
types of boundaries and made no speciﬁc assumptions about numerical thresholds.
Hence we merely observe here that the diﬀerent thresholds observed for ﬁle size
change and compression ratios invite further investigation with diﬀerent languages
and corpora, and we conclude with a summary of the variation across boundary
types.
The analyses presented above suggest that the informativeness of boundaries
diﬀers across types and, in varying degrees, across languages. In all of the languages
sampled, sentence boundaries add relatively little information. Word boundaries
are the most informative, dividing corpora into subsequences that are maximally
amenable to compression. Morph boundaries lie between these extremes. The
modest information added by sentence boundaries is roughly comparable across
our languages. In contrast, the information added by word boundaries appears to
be language dependent. As noted in the discussion of Figures  and Figure  (repeated as Figures  and ), word boundaries add more information in English than
they do in the other languages in the sample. This contrast is plausibly attributed to
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general diﬀerences in morphological structure. More information is encoded morphologically in Estonian, Finnish and Hungarian than in English. This entails that
there are fewer words per sentence in the texts of these languages.
Moreover, the form in which information is expressed morphologically appears
relevant to the information load of words. English approaches the isolating (‘uninﬂected’) ideal, retaining few exponents from the earlier fusional stages of the language. Hungarian and Finnish – at least in its standardized written form (Karlsson : §) – are both conventionally described as agglutinating (‘beads on a
string’) languages. Modern Estonian falls between these types, having, as Dressler
(: ) notes, “changed from an agglutinating type to a predominantly inﬂectingfusional language”. The contrast between isolating, fusional and agglutinating types
in part reﬂects the transparency of morphological structure. Intriguingly, this transparency is directly mirrored by the variation in the informativeness of word boundaries measured by the diﬀerence in compression ratios in Figure .
As noted earlier, the addition of word boundaries has the greatest eﬀect on compression ratio in English. In the other languages, the eﬀect correlates with degree
of agglutination. The curves for Finnish and Hungarian largely converge, showing
the least eﬀect, with Estonian falling between the isolating and agglutinating types.

Obvious examples include case forms that correspond to prepositional phrases in English, verb
forms that express pronominal dependents or correspond to periphrastic constructions, etc.



Yet the neatness of this correlation is again disrupted by a contrast between compression ratio and compressed ﬁle size change. In Figure , Finnish and Hungarian
again cluster together, but in this case they occur between English and Estonian.

. Summary
Taken together, these initial results lend a measure of support to the traditional view
that words are optimal-sized units for describing the regularities in at least the languages considered above. The limitations of sentences reﬂect the fact that they are
individually too large and collectively too sparse. Morphs are more informative
but exhibit less reliable patterns of syntagmatic and paradigmatic interpredictability than the larger units from which they are abstracted. It is the maximally predictive word-sized units that serve as primary focus of grammatical abstraction for the
speaker. The usefulness of words for describing regularities enhances their role in
a speaker’s predictive language model. This in turn facilitates the innovation and
preservation of language-speciﬁc cues that reinforce words or their boundaries.
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